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Abstract: Ruth Crawford Seeger (1901–1953), an American experimental composer active in the 1920s
and 1930s, devoted the second half of her career to transcribing, arranging, performing, teaching, and
writing about American folk music. Many works from Crawford Seeger’s collections for children, including
“Nineteen American Folk Songs” and “American Folk Songs for Children,” are widely sung and recorded,
but her monumental efforts to publish them often remain unacknowledged. This article underscores the
link between her work in American traditional music and Bruce Springsteen’s best-selling 2006 album
“We Shall Overcome: The Seeger Sessions” in order to give Crawford Seeger due credit for her contributions. By examining her prose writings and song settings, this article illuminates aspects of her thinking
about American traditional music and elements of her unusual and striking arrangements, which were
deeply informed by her modernist ear.
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f his 2006 album We Shall Overcome: The Seeger
Sessions, Bruce Springsteen remarked: “Growing
up as a rock ’n’ roll kid, I didn’t know a lot about
Pete’s music or the depth of his influence. So I
headed to the record store and came back with an
armful of Pete Seeger records. Over the next few
days of listening, the wealth of songs, their richness and power changed what I thought I knew
about ‘folk music.’ Hearing this music and our initial ’97 session for Pete’s record sent me off, casually
at ½rst, on a quest.”1
A tribute to a key ½gure in the folk revival,
Springsteen’s recording stirs up discussion about
the complex processes of transmission and influence in American traditional music. His rendition
on We Shall Overcome of several traditional American tunes, such as “Froggie Went a-Courtin’,”
“John Henry,” “Erie Canal,” “Buffalo Gals,” and “Old
Dan Tucker,” can be traced back ½ve decades to
Pete Seeger, who ½rst recorded them in the 1950s.2
The renewed interest in Pete Seeger spurred by
Springsteen’s Grammy-winning, best-selling album
and his international Seeger Sessions tours has
unfortunately not extended to another Seeger,
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Ruth Crawford Seeger, who brought
numerous children’s songs to Pete’s
attention and whose songbooks Pete
knew.3 Peggy Seeger, Pete’s sister, has
observed that several of the songs on
Bruce Springsteen’s album are ones Pete
got straight from her mother, who was
Pete’s stepmother.4
An American avant-garde composer,
Ruth Crawford Seeger (1901–1953) was
also a gifted transcriber and arranger of
American traditional music from the
mid-1930s until her premature death
from cancer.5 Springsteen’s lively Seeger
Sessions is a laudable project (Pete Seeger
called it “a great honor”6), but it is unfortunate that most fans of the album and of
Springsteen’s performances of the songs
associate the “Seeger” in the album’s title
with only the most widely known member of the Seeger family. Although Crawford Seeger is now entering the “canon”
of twentieth-century Western art music
through several doors–as an American
composer, as a female composer, and as
an innovator and experimentalist–she
should surely be lauded for the remarkable contributions she made to American
traditional music, work that continues to
attract musicians and listeners.7 I return
to the well of Crawford Seeger’s song collections from which Pete Seeger dipped
his bucket in an effort to establish a link
from Springsteen’s powerful album back
to Crawford Seeger, who listened and
transcribed, notated and arranged, described and published hundreds of songs
that continue to be sung and circulated
around the globe.8 In doing so, I hope to
draw the attention of another generation
of musicians, listeners, and scholars to
Crawford Seeger, a critical ½gure in the
folk revival whose contributions deserve
recognition.9
Unlike Cecil Sharp or John and Alan
Lomax, Crawford Seeger was not a collector of folksongs, as she was unable to

travel for extended periods given her
family responsibilities. But her contributions to American traditional music are
many and include her painstaking work
in transcribing tunes collected by the
Lomaxes; her brilliant and original
arrangements of American traditional
music in her songbooks for children; her
teaching of these songs through her work
with young children (including her own
family); and her extensive written commentary on many aspects of folksong
transcription and performance, valuable
for both scholars and teachers of young
musicians. This essay focuses on her
work as an arranger of and writer on folk
songs, with the hope that it will spur further research on her transcribing, arranging, and writing.

I

n her memoir Sing It Pretty, folk musician and researcher Bess Lomax Hawes
recalls Crawford Seeger’s work in transcription:
I marveled at her strategies. She took over
only a little corner of a downstairs room
and assembled a recording machine, a rack
for the discs, a tiny desk, and a professional
architect’s drafting board on which she
eventually copied her completed musical
transcriptions in a gorgeous kind of penmanship. . . . She used pots of the blackest
India ink and large thick sheets of the
whitest music manuscript paper. . . . Her
minuscule desk contained pencils, note
paper, and separate sheets on which she
made a tick mark every time she listened to
each song she transcribed–eighty or ninety
times, some of them.10

Crawford Seeger’s songbooks not only
preserved and interpreted American traditional music, but they also helped
establish its importance at a time rife
with imitations of the original music,
watered down to make it palatable to listeners comfortable with sugary songs but
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unaccustomed to whole-grain musical
victuals. As Peggy Seeger and her brother
Mike Seeger noted of Crawford Seeger’s
American Folk Songs for Children:
When our mother made this collection of
94 songs in the 1940s, “folk” had not yet
made it into the charts, discs, the concert
circuits–or into the national consciousness.
It was still associated with the rural backwoods and at that time folk-as-the-folksang-it was a really new sound. . . . Standard
musical fare for children . . . was digested so
many times by censors and music editors
that the resulting product was cultural pap:
gone the meat, bones, nerves, muscles,
heart.11

According to Hawes, “[M]ost people at
the time [of Crawford Seeger’s work on
Our Singing Country during the late 1930s]
thought of the folksong as simple, natural,
naive, spontaneous, self-generated, and
de½nitely crude.”12 Crawford Seeger
noted that she was “disturbed by the
sweetness and lack of backbone in nursery
songs.”13 Her exacting transcriptions,
the result of listening to a recording
dozens of times, communicated a new,
ethical vision of American traditional
music, one that tried to remain true to
the music as it was then performed.
For someone who contributed such a
rich lode to American traditional music,
Ruth Crawford Seeger’s training as a classical musician is unusual. Born in 1901 in
East Liverpool, Ohio, Crawford grew up
in Florida and studied piano, music theory,
and composition in Chicago, where she
met writer and poet Carl Sandburg and
taught piano to his daughters.14 Moving
to New York in 1929 drew her into the
heady world of modernist music and art,
and brought her music to the attention of
important musical ½gures of the day,
including Henry Cowell, Marion Bauer,
and Charles Seeger. After studying with
Seeger, Crawford’s style of composition
142 (4) Fall 2013

took a distinct turn toward contrapuntal, Ellie M.
linear organization, which can be heard Hisama
in her celebrated String Quartet 1931, Piano
Study in Mixed Accents, and other works
dating from 1930 onward. A remarkably
fresh voice in what was known as “ultramodern” composition during the 1920s
and 1930s, Crawford composed relatively
few works, which include a small but
meticulously crafted group of songs,
pieces for solo piano, a string quartet, and
various chamber ensembles.15
The year 1932 was a turning point for
Crawford, as the professional strands of
her work continued to intertwine with
the personal. She married Charles Seeger,
and the ½rst of her four children, Michael
(Mike), was born in 1933. Not coincidentally, she stopped composing around the
time her children were born, a “decision
born of indecision” as she phrased it, and
a professional move regretted by many
admirers of her compositions.16 The
Great Depression deeply affected Ruth
and Charles Seeger’s views about their
continued involvement with modernist
music. From the mid-1930s to the early
1950s, Crawford Seeger shifted the focus
of her work to traditional American
music, teaching at a number of area
schools in addition to working as a music
editor for the Lomaxes and publishing
song collections of her own.
Musicologists, composers, and theorists
of twentieth-century music and of American music have worked to recover Crawford’s compositions, wanting to balance
the historical record with regard to women
composers and to explore noteworthy yet
little-known music. Thanks to these efforts, students can now encounter Crawford’s compositions in their music lessons,
courses, textbooks, and anthologies.17
Her transcriptions and arrangements of
traditional music–many drawn from her
husband’s and John and Alan Lomax’s recordings made across the United States–
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were published in several collections
over a twenty-½ve-year period and are
equally important contributions to American musical life. Yet credit for this important work is not given frequently enough
to Crawford Seeger, as the reception of
Springsteen’s cd and tour demonstrates.
“Ruth Crawford Seeger” is still not a
household name, although her transcriptions and arrangements are embedded in
American musical life through the circulation of her published work, and through
performances of the song arrangements
by Pete, Peggy, Mike, and many other
musicians. Music ranging from the four
songs she arranged for Carl Sandburg’s
The American Songbag (1927); to her work
as music editor for John A. and Alan
Lomax’s illustrious collection Our Singing
Country: A Second Volume of American Ballads and Folk Songs (1941); to her arrangements in her own volumes Nineteen American Folk Songs for Piano (1936–1938),
American Folk Songs for Children (1948),
Animal Folk Songs for Children (1950), and
American Folk Songs for Christmas (1953); to
her posthumously published Let’s Build a
Railroad (1954) have brought Crawford’s
work to the ½ngers, voices, and ears of
countless people. For example, former Del
Fuegos band member Dan Zanes, who
now performs and records music for children, remarked about Crawford Seeger’s
work:
There’s a book by Ruth Crawford Seeger,
“American Folk Songs for Children,” . . .
and she talks about the child’s experience,
understanding the world through music.
And so I started thinking about that, and
thinking about that was a whole lot more
interesting than what I had been doing–
singing about old girlfriends to people that
were roughly my age.18

For the musicians, scholars, and students who welcomed the disruption to
the assumed narrative about the male54

dominated world of musical modernism,
the silence of Crawford’s compositional
voice between 1932 and 1952 (save for her
1939 orchestral work Rissolty Rossolty) was
profoundly disappointing. At a meeting
of the biannual Feminist Theory and
Music conference, held in Charlottesville,
Virginia, in 1997, Mike Seeger was asked
to respond to an audience member’s comment that Crawford’s gifts as a twentiethcentury composer went to waste when
she took on the work of transcribing,
arranging, and publishing collections of
songs for children. He remarked that the
tragedy was not that his mother stopped
composing, but that she died of cancer at
the age of ½fty-two, just after Peggy left
home to attend Radcliffe College and Ruth
sought to return to the world of modernist
music. This exchange underscores the
point that in some quarters, the extraordinary work of Ruth Crawford the composer is unfortunately still held in higher
regard than the equally signi½cant work
of Ruth Crawford Seeger the folk music
activist.

One central observation that emerges

in several of Crawford Seeger’s writings
concerns the un½nished character of
American traditional music. At the Midcentury International Folklore Conference held at Indiana University in 1950,
she noted: “I was impressed . . . with certain values in this music [songs she edited
for the Lomaxes’ Our Singing Country]
which . . . should be got, somehow, to children. Here were things that weren’t just
beautiful melodies–a sort of un½nishedness in the music, it kept on going. Professional music isn’t like that; it always
tells you when it is going to end.”19
“Turtle Dove,” a song she included in
both Nineteen American Folk Songs and
American Folk Songs for Children–with a
different setting in each collection–illustrates this quality of “un½nishedness.”
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Example 1
“Turtle Dove”

Ellie M.
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Source: Ruth Crawford Seeger, “Turtle Dove,” from Nineteen American Folk Songs (1936–1938; New York:
G. Schirmer, 1995).
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The rocking left hand in the Nineteen
American Folk Songs version (Example 1)
plays steady eighth notes throughout the
song, pausing on a longer rhythmic value,
the ½nal eighth note tied to a quarter
note, only at the very end. Crawford’s
decision to conclude the song on C and G,
a perfect ½fth, in the second ending
makes it sound un½nished, as if it could
resume with another verse.20
Crawford’s emphasis on the un½nished
quality in American traditional music,
the result of singers who “keep the song
going,” returns repeatedly in her writings.
Her insights into traditional song and
working with children can be mined
from her preface to Nineteen American Folk
Songs; from the introductions to her volumes American Folk Songs for Children and
Animal Folk Songs for Children; and from
the monograph she prepared for publication in 1941 as the music editor’s introduction for Our Singing Country, which
was not published until sixty years later
as The Music of American Folk Song.21 This
important document serves as a treatise
on the process of transcribing the songs
from phonographic recordings, while
also providing a rigorous discussion of
numerous musical matters including
rhythm and meter, dynamics, tempo, and
singing style. In The Music of American
Folk Song, she observes: “It has been
noted . . . that most singers . . . continue
from stanza to stanza with little (and, in
some cases, with no) break in the flow of
the song as a whole.”22 In the introduction to American Folk Songs for Children,
she remarks: “Keep-going-ness is one of
the notable characteristics in traditional
performance of music like this. Do not
hesitate . . . to keep the music going
through many repetitions. . . . Do not fear
monotony: it is a valuable quality.”23
And in her text “Pre-School Children and
American Folk Songs,” she muses: “The
traditional (folk) singer keeps his song

going without interruption of the pulse at
stanza ends. . . . Neither the rhythm nor
the mood of the song are broken into by
arti½cial pauses, breaks, ritards, or ‘expression.’ This is straightforward music.”24
She makes the related observation that
a song should stick to a single dramatic
mood throughout, avoiding dramatization as one would hear in “the conventional style of ½ne-art performance”:
“The singer does not try to make the song
mean more, or less, than it does. . . . The
tune makes no compromises, is no slower
nor faster, no softer nor louder. There is
no climax–the song ‘just stops.’”25 In
remarking upon these differences between
the performance of “art song” and folk
song, Crawford Seeger does not privilege
one over the other or suggest any sort of
hierarchy between the two; she simply
establishes the different conventions of
the styles of performance, emphasizing
the importance of keeping them distinct.26
As revealed by the hundreds of transcriptions from aluminum ½eld recordings she prepared for John and Alan Lomax
(many of which remain unpublished)
and her own arrangements of traditional
American songs, Crawford’s immersion
as a composer in New York’s modernist
crucible influenced her post-1935 work in
traditional music. Crawford’s modernist
ear informs her striking choices of harmony, melody, and form in many of her
arrangements, and her devotion to the
smallest detail in her transcription work
can be linked to her precise compositional
methods.27
Crawford Seeger’s writings as well as
her music reveal a modernist sensibility
applied to an unexpected body of music.28
Her introduction to American Folk Songs for
Children notes the inclusion of songs with
a wide range and “unusual intervals,” asserting: “Children sometimes catch easily
intervals and rhythms which to us seem
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strange or dif½cult.”29 In her foreword to
Nineteen American Folk Songs, she writes
that she wishes “to present this music in
an idiom that savors, as much as possible,
the contemporary . . . accustoming the
student’s ear to a freer use of contemporary music.”30 One of the most appealing
aspects of this volume is that the arrangements embrace intervals (seconds, sevenths, fourths, and ½fths) that composers
and arrangers often shy away from in
music for children.31 For example, as
shown in the score above, measures four
to ½ve in “Turtle Dove” present two sevenths–one major seventh, one minor
seventh–in the left hand’s stretch across
the barline from G up to F-sharp, landing
on the F-sharp-E dyad on the downbeat
of measure five.32 The version of “What’ll
We Do with the Baby?” in American Folk
Songs for Children studiously avoids the
baldly stated tonic triad in its harmonic
setting, beginning each statement of the
question in the song’s title with a perfect
½fth, F to C, and closing the song with F
in the bass and D moving stepwise to C in
the middle voice to again sound the open
perfect ½fth. In setting “Sweet Betsy from
Pike” in Nineteen American Folk Songs,
Crawford Seeger writes a jaunty left hand
part that hops back and forth to the low
tonic F with a mostly descending line in
the middle voice. Interval successions–
such as in measures three to four, the
diminished ½fth B-natural to F followed
by an octave F to F on the words “from
Pike”–and cross relations–such as in
measure ½ve between A-flat and A-natural
at the words “crossed the”–all occur over
a rhythmic tug between the melody, in
triple meter, and the bass, written in
triple meter but organized in duple.33
Crawford Seeger’s conviction that children should be given a taste of the contemporary by being fed the less sweet
intervals may correspond with her decision to sing to her children songs with
142 (4) Fall 2013

lyrics about violence, death, and mur- Ellie M.
der.34 Peggy and Mike recall that both of Hisama
their parents sang “very old, very violent
murder ballads . . . in full” to them. Crawford Seeger ½rmly believed that children
should be given “the real or the authentic
or the old or the original.”35 “The Babes
in the Woods,” included in Nineteen
American Folk Songs, narrates a tale of
“pretty little babes / Did wander up and
down” who “never more did see that man
approaching”; the song ends with their
death “in each other’s arms.” Her acceptance of what she identi½ed as “ugliness”
of tone quality and her unflinching use of
dissonant intervals reveal a striking
openness to a world of sounds, paralleling
her openness to the texts she shared with
her children.36
Although Pete did not live with Ruth
and Charles, he was close to his father’s
second family. Peggy speaks with special
fondness of visits by “beloved Pete,”
recalling:
our tall exotic half-brother, with his long,
long-necked banjo and his big, big feet
stamping at the end of his long, long legs.
Dio [Ruth] said Pete was better for us than
our teachers, and she kept us home from
school whenever he turned up. He’d sit and
talk and sing and we’d stay up late and
toast marshmallows and bawl out the choruses and try and lay our hands over the
strings and detune the pegs while he
played. . . . Dio transcribed songs from disc
and notated them onto staff paper–we
children couldn’t help but listen and osmose
the music. . . . We’d always sung as a family,
but when Mike and I learned folk banjo
and guitar, the singsongs became weekly
events.37

Pete and Ruth’s relationship is illustrated further in a transcript of interviews by David King Dunaway with Pete
Seeger in preparation for the manuscript
that would eventually be published as the
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book How Can I Keep from Singing.38 Dunaway asks, “Do you feel that [Ruth] influenced you a great deal in your children’s
songs?”
Pete Seeger: In a way, yes. I put that record
[American Folksongs for Children] right out of
her book. Moe Asch said, Pete, I want you
to put out some children’s records, could
you do it? I said my stepmother has just
brought out a whole book, why don’t we
take it right out of the book? And so, I put
out American Folksongs for Children, just by
lea½ng through her book.
David Dunaway: Did that material go into
your repertoire?
Seeger: Some of them, yes.
Dunaway: Charles thinks that in some
ways, it was the other way around; that you
had already developed a performing style,
certainly by the 1950s, that was so audience
inclusive and so facile for children, that
Ruth herself got some [ideas for projects].
Seeger: That’s interesting. I may have
influenced her, yes, I suppose I did influence her. She admired some of the things I
did. But I sure admired what she was
doing.39

Dunaway and Seeger’s exchange illustrates the back-and-forth flow of influence between Ruth and Pete. The relationship between influencer and influenced is not necessarily unidirectional
from older to younger, teacher to student,
or male to female, as some have assumed
in the case of Charles and Ruth.40
In her review of John A. Work’s American
Negro Songs for Mixed Voices, Ruth muses
on the role of the musician-transcriber
and how music is passed along:
It has seemed to me for some time that
claims for preponderance of white origin
in Negro spiritual music have laid too great
weight on the importance of tonal skeleton

58

and the written source, and too little on the
rhythmic and tonal flesh in which the
skeleton is clothed by the rich and varied
singing style of this oral tradition. Also
given too little consideration is the fact
that in any creative process, either in ½ne
art or folk music, the utilization of materials
already current in the tradition is to be
taken for granted; that any live tradition,
½ne art or folk, lives by means of a process
such as Mr. Work terms “re-assembling” (I
prefer “re-composing”); and that as Mr.
Work points out there is a big difference
between this process and “imitation.”41

Ruth’s view of folk music, articulated
in her review of Work’s volume as a living, transformable tradition that is “recomposed” from musician to musician,
is one shared by Peggy, who writes in the
preface to The Folk Songs of Peggy Seeger
that “the singer is but one link in the
chain, and if this is a book of ‘my’ songs,
that means that this is the way one singer
has treated the common heritage before
handing it on. It is my way of adding a bit
of the present to what the past has left. In
this sense they are ‘my’ songs for a while,
but our songs all the time.”42 Thus, while
Ruth undoubtedly had a distinct influence on Pete’s performance of songs for
children, she should be considered a link
in the chain of re-composition rather
than the songs’ originator.

“Soldier’s Farewell,” a song from a live

concert at Queen Elizabeth Hall in London to celebrate Peggy’s seventieth birthday, captures several of the Seeger children’s musical qualities that might have
emerged from their mother’s approach to
traditional music: Mike’s calm, unhurried
manner of musicianship (once while
playing the banjo at a performance in
Harvard’s Paine Hall around 1989, he said
that his father told him not to play too
fast, or “people would think you’re trying
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to show off”) and Peggy’s singing, powerful yet simple, affective though unsentimental.43 Ruth had a profound influence on Peggy, who recalls: “My mother,
Ruth Crawford, was . . . a ½ery, creative
woman. . . . She was an avant-garde composer but her mind was open to music of
any kind. . . . Two traditions were everpresent and interlaced throughout my
childhood: the formal and the traditional.
They presented me with a vision of music
that is wide and elastic.”44
In his review “Springsteen’s Seegerless
Seeger Tribute,” Joe Heim notes that the
album We Shall Overcome does not contain “an actual Seeger song.”45 By an
“actual Seeger song,” Heim means one

written by Pete Seeger as opposed to the Ellie M.
many he helped popularize. Heim could Hisama
have also mentioned the failure to acknowledge Ruth’s scrupulous efforts in
transcribing and publishing the songs,
which made them readily available to
Pete and, in turn, to Springsteen. Although
singers, transcribers, and arrangers may
be links in the chain, the substantial work
they do in forging those links should be
remembered.46 Recognizing Ruth Crawford Seeger’s tremendous efforts in support of this thriving body of music will
contribute to a more just record of American music and of women’s history, one
that embraces the wide and elastic vision
of music she herself encouraged.
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